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Abstract 
Given two finite subsets A, B of Rk (of Ck) we test in time (ek’~l)‘“’ whether there exists an 
isometry _f of Rk (resp. of Ck) such that ,f(A) = B where n is the maximum of the cardinalities 
of A and B, and I is the maximum size of a vector belonging to A U B. In contrast to the trivial 
(r+l)O” -test, our algorithm is polynomial time not only for a fixed k but also for k = 0( i/rogvr). 
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1. Introduction 
The starting point of the paper is the Graph Isomorphism Problem (ISO), a fa- 
mous unsolved problem in computation complexity theory. The problem is to recog- 
nize whether two finite graphs are isomorphic by means of an efficient algorithm. The 
computation complexity status of the IS0 is unknown at present and the best gen- 
eral isomorphism test for n-vertex graphs makes at least n ‘(G) steps in the worst 
case [4]. 
The failure of the attempts to find a polynomial-time solution to the IS0 in the class 
of all graphs led to studying its complexity in some special classes of graphs. Probably, 
the most impressive result of such a kind is a polynomial-time algorithm recognizing 
the isomorphism of graphs with bounded degree [ 171. It should be mentioned that this 
algorithm (as well as some other ones) stops to be polynomial time if the degree of 
graphs grows together with the vertex number. The natural question arises: for which 
efficiently computed invariant of a graph does there exist an isomorphism test for 
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n-vertex graphs with the value of the invariant bounded by k, running in time f(k)nO(‘) 
for some function f? (Such an algorithm is polynomial time not only for small k 
but also for k slowly increasing with respect to n.) The eigenvalue multiplicity is an 
example of the invariant of such a kind with f(k) = e”@) (see [ 121). The corresponding 
algorithm is a polynomial-time one for k = 0( @). Below another example will be 
given. 
The above result of [ 121 can be viewed as a strengthening of the one in [3] where 
the same problem was solved in time n O@). The important idea exploited in [3] is 
the investigation of “geometric graphs”, i.e., finite subsets of Rk. The same idea is 
widely used for studying distance-regular graphs (see [6]). A geometric graph A can 
be interpreted as a full edge colored graph with vertex set A and adjacency relations 
corresponding to different values of the scalar products. This interpretation preserves 
isomorphism where under a geometric graph isomorphism we mean an isometry of Rk 
mapping one geometric graph on the other. So the isomorphism problem for geometric 
graphs can be formulated as follows. 
Geometric Graph Isomorphism Problem. Given finite sets A, B c R” test whether there 
exists an isometry f of Rk such that f(A) = B. 
It should be noted that the problem is polynomially equivalent to the ISO. Indeed, 
let r be an undirected graph with V = { 1,. . . , n} as a vertex set and E as an edge 
set. Associate to r the geometric graph X(T) = {xi}iEV U {Xi + X/}(i,j)EE where xi is 
a {O,l }-vector of R” with exactly one 1 at the ith place. It is easy to see that two 
n-vertex graphs r and r’ are isomorphic if and only if there exists a permutation 
isometry f of R” such that f (X(T)) =X(P). So the IS0 is polynomially reduced to 
the Geometric Graph Isomorphism Problem. The converse reduction follows from the 
interpretation of geometric graphs as edge colored graphs. 
We do not know the minimal k for which the analog of the above reduction exists, 
i.e., for which k any ordinary graph can be represented (in an isomorphism preserving 
and efficiently computable way) by a geometric graph in Rk. However, the following 
theorem shows the importance of this question in the IS0 context. 
Theorem 1. The Geometric Graph Isomorphism Problem can be solved in time 
,f(k)(nZ)““’ with f(k) = $2k2)k’J(k)4 
where n = max(#A, #B), z(k) is the contact number of the space Rk, J(k) is the Jordan 
function (see below) and 1 is the maximum size of a vector belonging to A U B. 
Remark 1. Since z(k)=2 ‘ck) (see [9]) and J(k) = k”(k2/‘os2k) (see [lo]), the running 
time of our algorithm is bounded by (ek4nl) ‘(I) In other words, in contrast to the . 
trivial (nkl)'(' )-test, our algorithm is polynomial time not only for a fixed k but also 
for k = O(G). 
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Remark 2. The theorem remains valid if under a geometric graph we mean a finite 
subset of Ck (or in general of an arbitrary linear space of dimension k over R or C 
with a positive scalar product). 
To prove the theorem it is more convenient to deal with a slightly more general 
problem. Namely, we will consider colored vector configurations, i.e., pairs X = (x, c) 
of maps from a finite set V to a Euclidean space L and on a set { 1,. . . , d}, respectively. 
The image of x can be viewed as a geometric graph and the map c as a coloring of V 
in d colors. (If x is injective, then c can be viewed as a coloring of the geometric graph 
x(V).) The isomorphism of colored vector configurations is defined in a natural way. 
In particular, the automorphism group Am(X) of X consists of all permutations of V 
inducing automorphisms of the geometric graph x(V) and respecting the coloring c. 
Notice that the Geometric Graph Isomorphism Problem is polynomial-time reduced to 
the problem of finding the automorphism group of a colored vector configuration. The 
latter problem can easily be solved in time (ndi’@)Z)‘(‘) where II = # V, dim(X) is 
the dimension of the subspace of L spanned by x(V) and 1 is the maximum size of 
x(c), 1: E V. The main result of the paper (Theorem 2) provides a “slowly increasing” 
solution to the problem. 
Another (and historically the first) approach to the isomorphism problem is related 
to the canonization problem. For graphs it consists of finding for a graph r a labeled 
graph CF(T) (called the canonical form of r) determining r up to isomorphism, i.e., 
r 2 r’ @ CF( r) = CF(T’). The problem of finding canonical forms of graphs seems 
to be more difficult than the IS0 even for special classes of graphs. In [5] an algebraic 
technique was developed giving the opportunity to construct canonical forms for many 
interesting classes. 
Both the problem of finding the automorphism group and the canonization problem 
are difficult. It is interesting that the joint treatment of these problems is easier than 
a separate one. This was demonstrated in [5]. However, there are some difficulties 
in applying this technique when manipulating objects of different nature (graphs, vec- 
tor configurations, cosets,. .) on different sets. To avoid them we develop a category 
approach to the canonization problem and apply it to vector configurations. The key 
notion of the approach is that of FS-category, i.e., a pair (X,S) where ,X is a category 
and S is a covariant fimctor from X’ to the category of finite sets. Mainly, we work 
with FS-categories of colorings, cosets, vector configurations, cellular algebras and 
their derivates (Section 2). For FS-categories we define the notion of canonical label- 
ing coset functor (Section 4) which permits to construct a canonical map from colored 
vector configurations to sequences of matrices. Finally, we prove the following result. 
Theorem 2. Canonical forms of colored vector conjgurations X and their automor- 
phism groups can be found in time f(k)l(X)‘(‘) where f is the function from 
Theorem 1, k = dim(X) and l(X) is the size of X. 
The main idea of the proof is to reduce the canonization problem for colored vector 
configurations to that for cellular algebras. A cellular (coherent) algebra is defined to 
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be a self-adjoint algebra of matrices over C which is closed under componentwise 
multiplication and contains the all 1 matrix. This notion was introduced by Weisfeiler 
and Lehman (see [ 191) and independently by Higman (see [ 141). Examples of coher- 
ent configurations (combinatorial analog of cellular algebras) arise from association 
schemes and block-designs. Another source of examples is given by permutation group 
theory: the centralizer algebra of a permutation group is a cellular algebra. The last 
enables us to transfer some notions of permutation group theory (such as transitivity 
and primitivity) to cellular algebras. 
It should be noted that the notion of cellular algebra arose in solving the ISO. 
Namely, Weisfeiler and Lehman invented a polynomial-time algorithm that given 
a graph r, constructs the smallest cellular algebra W(T) containing the adjacency 
matrix of r. The algebra W(T) is given by the uniquely defined standard basis, i.e., 
an ordered linear basis of W(T) consisting of {O,l}-matrices. They assumed that the 
orbits of Aut(T) are in 1-1 correspondence to the diagonal matrices of the standard 
basis of W(T). However, a counterexample was found (see [ 11). It led to a further 
development of the theory of cellular algebras. In particular, some high-dimensional 
generalizations of the Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm were found. With reference to the 
interconnection between them and the IS0 see [ 19, 7, 111. 
The theory of cellular algebras was successfully applied to solving the IS0 for some 
special classes of graphs (see [16, 18, 121). In fact, it is well known that the IS0 is 
polynomial equivalent to the isomorphism problem for cellular algebras. We mention 
here only two results concerning the last problem. Ref. [2] contains an n”(A”‘sn) 
isomorphism test for n-vertex primitive coherent configurations. In [12] we proposed 
a (e+o(l) isomorphism test for n-vertex cellular algebras with irreducible represen- 
tation multiplicities bounded by k. 
Our Main Algorithm (Section 5) make use of a variant of the technique “divide 
and conquer” being a basic tool in permutation group algorithms. As in the case of 
permutation groups we divide cellular algebras into three classes: primitive, imprimitive 
and nonhomogeneous (corresponding to intransitive case). 
Let X = (x, c) be a colored vector configuration. Without loss of generality the map 
X can be assumed exact, i.e., the map v H (x(v),c(v)), v E V is injective (see (5.3)). 
The Main Algorithm deals with precisely these configurations. In this case the group 
Aut(X) has a faithful linear representation of degree k = dim(X). We associate to 
X the smallest cellular algebra .d = d(X) on V containing the Gram matrix of x 
and the matrices of the colors. The algebra ,& contains a non-trivia1 matrix of rank 
k. If .d is primitive, then it enables us to solve the problem in time $2k2fno(‘) 
where n =#V (Proposition 8). Otherwise the problem is recursively reduced to that 
for some factor configurations of X. To collect the outputs of the recursive calls we 
apply the Auxiliary Algorithm (see (4.6)) at most $2k2fn times. The complexity of 
the Auxiliary Algorithm is estimated by that of the canonization problem for a cel- 
lular algebra with respect to the coset by a group isomorphic to the direct product 
of at most two groups each of them is the automorphism group of an exact vec- 
tor configuration of dimension at most k. By the Jordan theorem such a group has 
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a normal Abelian subgroup of index at most J(k)*. So the last problem can be solved 
in time J(k)4no(‘) (Proposition 10). Taking into account the above arguments we get 
the required upper bound. 
The paper consists of five sections. In Section 2 we introduce the main categories 
we deal with throughout the paper. Here we define those of colorings, cosets, vector 
configurations and cellular algebras as well as some fimctors between them provid- 
ing suitable conversions. The most important constructions related to these objects 
are considered in Section 3. The category approach to canonization is described in 
Section 4. Here we include some previous results adapted to the category language, 
the canonization algorithm for primitive cellular algebras as well as the Auxiliary 
Algorithm which is the comer-stone of the Main Algorithm. The latter and its sketch 
are described in Section 5 where its correctness is checked and the upper bound for 
the complexity is proved. This section also contains the proof of Theorem 2. 
Notations. As usual by C, R, Z, Z>o we denote the field of complex numbers, the field _ 
of real numbers, the ring of integers and the set of non-negative integers, respectively. 
If ,f :A-+B and g:B--tC are maps, then we define f og:A+C by (fog)(x)= 
(g( f (x)), x E X. The set of all bijections from A to B is denoted by Bij(A, B). 
Under a Euclidean space we mean a finite-dimensional linear space L over R or 
C with a positive scalar product (,). For S c L the subspace of L spanned by S is 
denoted by (S). In our algorithms L will be given by a linear base, or in general by 
a generating set, i.e., a set S such that (S) =L. 
If G is a group, then H < G means that H is a subgroup of G. The index of H in G 
is denoted by [G : H]. By nsi(G) we denote the normal solvable index of G, i.e., the 
index of the maximal normal solvable subgroup of G. For S c G we use notation (S) 
for the subgroup of G generated by S. 
Throughout the paper, V denotes a finite set with n = #V elements. If E is an 
equivalence (i.e., reflexive, symmetric and transitive relation) on V, then V/E denotes 
the set of all equivalence classes modulo E. The group of all permutations of V is 
denoted by Sym( V). In all our algorithms a permutation group G 5 Sym( V) will be 
given by a set of at most n* generators (for this fact and the standard permutation 
group algorithms see [15]). 
The contact number z(k) of the space Rk is by definition the maximal number of 
disjoint balls of radius 1 in Rk touching a fixed ball of the same radius. 
The Jordan function is defined as follows: for a positive integer k 
J(k) = s;ppmi$G : A] 
where G runs over all finite groups having a faithful linear representation over C of 
degree k and A runs over all normal Abelian subgroups of G. The following result can 
be found in [lo]. 
Theorem (Jordan [lo]). J(k) < + w for all k. 
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The rank of a matrix M is denoted by rk(M). For integers 1,m with 15 m by 
[Z, m] we denote the set {I, I + 1,. . . , m}. The size of an object X (such as a rational 
or algebraic number, vector, algebra, set, map) is the length of the string we use 
to encode X. All necessary definitions and facts from permutation group theory and 
category theory can be found in [20, 81. 
2. FS-categories 
2.1. Definitions. Let FS be the category of finite sets. Under an FS-category we mean 
a pair (XS) where 3” is a category and S is a finctor (covariant) from X to FS. 
The FS-category is called exact if the map 
Morx(K Y) 2 MorFs(S(W,S(Y)) 
is injective for all X, Y E Obj(X). In this case the set Morx(X, Y) is identified with 
a subset of the set of all maps from S(X) to S(Y). The simplest example of an 
FS-category is given by the pair (FS, idFs) where idFs is the identity functor of FS. 
It is obviously exact. 
Given two N-categories (gS) and (X:S’) a functor F: rX -+Xx’ is called an 
FS-finctor (with respect to S and S’) if S = F o S’. If both of the FS-categories are 
exact, then clearly Morx(X, Y) c Morx:w(F(X), F( Y)). So to define the functor F in 
this case it suffices to define it on Obj(X) and then check the last inclusion. For any 
FS-category (KS) the functor S : ~6 --) FS is an FS-fimctor with respect to S and 
idFS. 
Let (Xi, S, ) and (X2, &) be two FS-categories. Let us define a subcategory X = 
$ xFs X, of .& x X2 by 
Obj(X)={(Xi,&) E Obj(%) x Obj(&):Si(Xi)=W%)}, 
Mor~(XY)={(q3,402) E Morx,(Xi,Yi) x Mo~x~(X~,YZ):S~((P~)=SZ((P~)) 
where X=(X~,X~),Y=(Y~,YZ) E Obj(X). Set 
where S : X --+ FS is the functor induced by Si and S2. This FS-category is called the 
direct product of ($,Si ) and (X2,&). If both of them are exact, then Morx(X, Y) = 
MOQ; (X1, Y, ) n Morx,(X2, Y,). If (Xi’, S{), (Xi’, Sl) is another pair of FS-categories 
and Fi is an FS-functor from X, to X/ (i = 1,2), then F1 x~sF2 denotes the FS-functor 
from Xi XFS X2 to 4’ XFS Xi induced by FI and F2. 
Under an FS-subcategory of an FS-category (XS) we mean a pair (X:Sbf) where 
X’ is a subcategory of K In particular, we obtain the FS-subcategories (SS)“’ 
and (xS)v where V is a finite set, if we take as X’ respectively the subcategory 
XisO for which Obj(Xi”“) = Obj(.X), Mor,,,,(X, Y) = Iso&C, Y) and the subcategory 
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XV for which Obj(Xi) = S-‘( V), Morx,.(X, Y) = Mor&X, Y). Clearly, Obj(X) = 
Uv Obj(S >- 
2.2. Examples of FS-categories. Below we give the main examples of FS-categories 
and FS-functors we deal with throughout the paper. All these FS-categories are exact. 
Also for all the examples (XS) = (XS>“‘. Since the functor S in all the cases will 
be clear from the context we simplify the notation by using different prints: “bold” 
for FS-categories, “italic” for the underlying categories and “roman” for the classes of 
objects. For example, FS = (FS, idFs) and FS = Obj(FS). 
2.2.1. Subsets (SubSet). Set 
SubSe$ = {(U, V) : U c Y} 
Mor((U,V),(U’,V’))={oEBij(V,V’):U”=U’} 
For a fixed V we identify (U, V) with U and so Subset” with 2”. 
2.2.2. Colorings (Color). Set 
Colorv = {c : V + [ 1, d] : c is a surjection, d E ZOO} 
and for c E Color”, c’ E Colori,, 
Mor(c, c’) = {rr E Bij( V, V’) : CJ o c’ = c}. 
We interpret c as a coloring of the set V in d colors. The elements of SubSetv can 
be viewed as colorings of V in at most 2 colors. So Subset can be identified with an 
FS-subcategory of Color. 
2.2.3. Cosets (Coset). Let Cc Bij( V, [l,n]) and C # 0. Set 
GdC)={gE Sym(V):goC=C), 
G,i,ht(C)={gE Sym([l,n]):Cog=C}. 
Clearly, Gt,r,(C) and G,+ht(C) are groups acting on C so that the stabilizers of each 
element of C are trivial. It is easy to see that the transitivity of the action of one 
of them implies that of the other. In this case we call C a coset on I’. Then also 
#Gi,r,(C) = #Grishi(C) =#C and cr-l oGtes(C)oa = G,+,t,,(C). In our algorithms a coset 
C will be given by a generating set, i.e., a set S c C for which Gi,r,(C) = (S o s-l), 
s E S. In this case we use notation C = (S). 
Set 
Cosetv = {C : C is a coset on V} 
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and for C E Cosetv and C’ E Cosetvt, 
Mor(C, C’) = {o E Bij( V, V’) : CT o C’ = C}. 
It follows from the definitions that Aut(C) = Glee(C). 
2.2.4. Vector Configurations (VectConf). Under a ( V,L)-conJiguration where V is 
a finite set and L is a Euclidean space, we mean a map x : V -+ L. Set 
VectConfv = {x : x is a ( V, L)-configuration for some L) 
and for x E VectConf” and x’ E VectConfvl 
Mor(x,x’) = {cr E Bij( V, V’) : 3f, E Iso(L,L’) s.t. x’(u’) =&(x(v)), u E V} 
where z= (x( V)),L’= (x’( V’)) and Iso(L,L’) is the set of all isometries from z to L’. 
It is easy to see that the isometry fc is uniquely determined by 0. It is called the 
isometry associated to u. 
We will also consider the KS-category VCC = VectConf x Color. If x is a (V, L)- 
configuration and c is a coloring of V in d colors, then we call (x, c) E VCC a colored 
(V, L, d)-configuration. 
2.2.5. Matrices (Mat, Mat*). Set 
Maty = Matv(C) 
where Matv(C) is the algebra of all complex-valued matrices whose rows and columns 
are indexed by the elements of V and for A E Mat y, A’ E Mat v/ 
Mor(A,A’)={o E Bij(V,V’):A’=A’} 
where (A”),s,~o =A,,, u,v E V and A = (A,,). Further denote by Mat* the inductive 
limit of the categories Mat” with respect to the natural KS-fkctors 
Mat” + Mat”+‘, (A I,...,A,) +-+ (AI,...,A,,O). 
The elements of Mat*, are tuples T =(A I,. . .,A,,), A, E Matv (n not fixed) and 
for T’=(A’, ,..., A;,), Ai E Matvl, Mor(T, T’) is empty if n # n’ and consists of all 
B E Bij( V, V’) such that TO = T’ (i.e., A: = Ai for all i) otherwise. 
2.2.6. Cellular algebras (CelAlg). By a ceZlular algebru on V we mean a subalgebra 
d of Matv containing the identity matrix Iv, the matrix JV whose entries are all 1, and 
closed under the Hermitian conjugation * and the Hadamard (componentwise) multi- 
plication (see [ 191). Each cellular algebra has a uniquely determined basis W = @L&‘) 
consisting of {O,l}-matrices such that 
C R=Jv, RESOURCE.%. 
RE1 
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Below we identify {O,l}-matrices of Matv with the corresponding binary relations 
on V. 
Set 
CelAlg,, = {(&,c) : .c4 is a cellular algebra on I’, c E Bij(.%(d), [l,d])} 
and for W E CelAlg,, W’ E CelAlg,, 
Mor( W, W’) = MorMar* (g( W), 9( W’)), 
where ~(W)=~~(JZ~,C))=(C-‘(l),...,c- ‘(d)). The group Autc-u,J W) coincides 
with the group Aut(&) introduced in [19]. 
2.3. Examples of FS-functors. All ES-functors F : X ---f X’ below will be defined 
only on Obj(X). The fact that F(Morr(X, Y)) c Morr,(F(X), F( Y)) is straightforward 
(except for 2.3.5). 
2.3.1. SubDiag : Subset -+ Mat. For U c V set 
SubDiag(( U, V)) = Iu, 
where II: E Matv is the diagonal {O,l}-matrix with 
2.3.2. Diag : Color + Mat*. For a coloring c : V + 
Diag(c)=(Z,.-I(,),...,~,-I(~)). 
l’s at the places (u,u), u E U. 
[l,d] set 
2.3.3. Gram : VectConf + Mat. For a (V,L)-configuration x : V + L set 
Gram(x) = ((x(u),x(~)))~,~Ev, 
where (, ) is the scalar product in L. We also will consider the FS-functor GD : 
VCC+ Mat* where GD = Gram XFs Diag (the category Mat* xFs Mat is naturally 
identified with Mat* ). 
2.3.4. StandBase : CelAlg + Mat*. For W E CelAlg, set 
StandBase( W) = B(W), 
where a(W) is defined in 2.2.6. 
2.3.5. WL : Mat* + CelAlg. In [19, pp. 100, 1011 an algorithm (called the Weisfeiler- 
Lehman algorithm) was described that given T = (A I,. . . , A,) E Mat*, constructed some 
[Tl=[A1,...,A,]~CelAlg,. Its main property (see [19, Lemma 3.4, p. 1011) in our 
notation sounds as follows: 
Iso~~,*(T, T’) = IsocerA~&T], [T’]), r, T’ E Mat*. (1) 
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Thus, setting 
WW) = PI, 
we get the FS-fimctor in the title. Note that StandBase o WL = idcejAlq. 
2.4. Let (% , S1 ) and (Xi, S, ) be two exact FS-categories. We say that a map F : 
Obj($)+ Obj(Xz) is an isomorphism-preserving map if 
Iso,~, (X, Y) = ISOX, (F(X), F( Y)), X Y E Obj(% ). 
Any such map defines an FS-functor from &“’ to Xp. 
Lemma 3. Each of’ the maps SubDiag, Diag, Gram, StandBase, WL (see 2.3) is a 
polynomially computable isomorphism-preserving map. 
Proof. The statement for SubDiag and Diag is clear. Since the matrix Gram(x) can be 
found in polynomial time in the size of x, the statement for Gram follows from the 
inclusion 
Is0 ~~~~~~~~ (x,x’) 3 Isolde- (Gram(x), Gram(x’)), (2) 
where x (resp. x’) is a (V,L)-configuration (resp. a (V’,L’)-configuration). To prove 
(2) we fix cr from its right side. Then Gram(x)O = Gram(x’) and the map x(v) H 
x’(v”), v E V, is well-defined and preserves the scalar products in L and L’. So it can be 
_- 
extended to an isometry f0 E Iso(L,L’) (see 2.2.4). The statement for StandBase follows 
from the definitions. Finally, it follows from [19] that the Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm 
finds [T] in polynomial time in the size of T E Mat*. So the required statement for 
WL is a consequence of (1). 0 
3. Constructions 
3.1. Cosets. Let C be a coset on V, G = Gl&C) and U be a G-invariant subset 
of V. Then the set S = U” C[ 1, n] does not depend on o E C. Denote by cp a uniquely 
determined bijection S --+ [ 1, m] preserving the orders where m = #S = #U. It is easy to 
see that the coset G”au o q on U does not depend on CJ E C where G” and (TU are the 
restrictions of G and c to U respectively. We denote it by C/u and call the restriction 
of c to u. 
Let Ci = Glai and C2 = G~cJ~ are cosets on V, and I$, respectively. It is easy to see 
that the coset (Gi x Gl)(ai, a~) o q on V, x J5 does not depend on ~1 E Ci and 02 E C2 
where cp : [ 1, HI] x [ 1, Q] + [l, ninz] is a uniquely determined bijection preserving the 
lexicographic orders and nl = #fi , 122 = #V2. We denote it by Ci x C2 and call the 
direct product of Cl and C2. 
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3.2. Vector configurations. Below for a (V,L)-configuration x we write dim(x) instead 
of dim( (x( V))). If X = (x, c) E VCC, then by definition dim(X) = dim(x). 
3.2.1. Let X = (x, c) be a colored (V,L, d)-configuration. Set 
Ker(X) = {(u,v) E V2: x(u) =x(u), c(u) =c(u)}. 
Then Ker(X) is an Aut(X)-invariant equivalence on V. We say that X is exact if 
Ker(X) = IV and L = (x(V)). 
Proposition 4. If X is an exact colored conjiguration, then 
nsi(Aut(X)) < J(k) 
where nsi(Aut(X)) is the normal solvable index of the group Aut(X) (see notations), 
J is the Jordan function and k = dim(X). 
Proof. It follows from the exactness of X that the map o H fO defines a faithful linear 
representation of the group Aut(X) in the linear space L of dimension k where fr is 
the isometry of L associated to cr (see 2.2.4). So by the Jordan theorem there exists 
a normal Abelian subgroup of Aut(X) of index at most J(k). Since it is obviously 
solvable, the statement follows. 0 
To each ( V, L, d)-configuration X = (x, c) we associate a ( V, L, d)-configuration x = 
(X, C) where V = V/Ker(X), z= (x(V)) and n : 7 +z, C : v+ [l,d] are induced by 
x and c. Clearly, x is exact and there is a group homomorphism Aut(X)--+ Aut(X) 
induced by the surjection V -+ 7. 
3.2.2. There is a natural way to produce new configurations from a given colored 
(V, L,d)-configuration X = (x,c). Namely, let M be a linear subspace of _L. Let us 
define the projection of X on M by 
prM(W = (x 0 po4,c), 
where pr,,,, : L --+M is the orthogonal projection. It follows from the definition that 
prM(X) is a colored (V, L, d)-configuration (possibly non-exact). 
Lemma 5. Let X be an exact colored (V,L)-conjiguration, M be a subspace of L 
and o E Am(X) n Aut(pr,(X)). Then M is invariant with respect to the isometry 
ji : L + L associated to o. More exactly, fO 1~ = f+ where f: : M --f A4 is the isometry 
associated to the automorphism 5~ Aut(pr,(X)) induced by o. 
Proof. It follows by the definitions of a configuration projection and associated iso- 
metry that fO o pr, = pr, of6 on L. F or a EM it gives pr,(f,(a)) = f&a). Since 
IM(a)ll = llall = lIf5(a>llv we conclude that fC(a) = fc(a). 0 
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3.2.3. Let x be a (V, L)-configuration and E be an equivalence on V. Let us define a 
( V, L @ L* )-configuration x^ and ( V/E, L @ L* )-configuration X by 
2(u)= c x(u)@x(u)*, VE v, 
U,(U,l!)EE 
%u)= c X(U)@‘(u)*, UE V/E, 
l&u 
where L* is the dual Euclidean space and for any a EL we denote by a* the image 
of a with respect to the natural antiisomorphism L + L*. (A scalar product in L @L* 
is given by (al @ a,*,61 @b,*) = (al,b,)(az,&).) Set 
G^M(x, E) = Gram(Z), G&x, E) = Gram(x). 
Clearly, rk(G^M(x,E)) = rk(G@x,E)) and these matrices can be constructed in poly- 
nomial time in the size of x. 
Lemma 6. For the vector conjgurations x,2,X the following statements hold: 
(1) ifE is A t( )- u x invariant, then G^M(x,E)g = G^M(x,E) for all g E Am(x); 
(2) rk(%(x,E)) 5 k2 where k =dim(x); 
- 
(3) GM(x,E) E C&/E + (x(U)) = (x(V)), U E V/E. 
Proof. It immediately follows from the definitions that Aut(x) 2 Aut(?), which implies 
statement (1). Statement (2) is a consequence of the fact that dim(Z) < k2. To prove (3) 
it suffices to check that if (x(U)) # (x(V)) f or some U E V/E, then there exists U’ E V/E 
such that ;E( U’)#T( U). 
Since (x(V)) = CulEvIE (x(U’)), there exist a E (x(V)) and U’ E V/E such that a 
is orthogonal to (x(U)) and a is not orthogonal to (x( U’)). By the definition of the 
antiisomorphism * and the scalar product in L @J L* we have (S(U),a @ a*) = 0. On 
the other hand, 
Mu’>, a8 a*) = .g, I (x(u), a) I2 > 0 
by the choice of a and U’. Thus ?( U’)#z( U). 0 
3.3. Cellular algebras. All the definitions and facts below can be found in [19, 121. 
3.3.1. Let &’ be a cellular algebra on a finite set V. Set 
Gel(d) = {U C V: 1~ E .GJf(d)}. 
It follows from 2.2.6 that V = UUECe,C,dj U (disjoint union). Each element of Cel(&) 
is called a cell of .d. 
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Let U be a union of the cells. For R=(R,,) l B?(xf) we define R” E Matu by 
(Rci&,,, = R,,,, u,v~ U. Then there is a cellular algebra &u on U with 92(.&u)= 
{Ru : RIJ # O}. The algebra &‘bc can be obtained from .d by restricting the columns 
and rows of all its matrices to U. 
3.3.2. Let E be an equivalence of &‘, i.e., E is an equivalence on V and JE E d where 
JE is a {O,l}-matrix such that (JE)~,~,= 1, if and only if (u, u) E E. For R E W(d) we 
define R/E E Mat VIE by 
~‘UI, U2 E VIE : UW)u,,u, = 
1 if CuE”,,I;E”2 R,,#O, 
0 otherwise. 
Then there is a cellular algebra d/E on V/E with .B?(d/E) = {R/E : R E 9?(d)). This 
algebra can naturally be identified with the subalgebra JEsZJ~ of d. 
3.3.3. Let W = (&, c) E CelAlg,. For a union U of the elements of Cel( IV) = Cel(.d) 
set I% = (&u,cu) where cu is the coloring of %(&J) induced by c. For an equiva- 
lence E of W (i.e., of &) set W/E =(,d/E,c/E) where c/E is the coloring of @.Fe/E) 
induced by c. 
4. Canonization problem 
In this section using the ideas from [5] we develop a general approach to the canon- 
ization problem for FS-categories. We start with general definitions and facts and then 
solve the problem for a special H-category. The corresponding algorithm (Auxiliary 
Algorithm) will be used in the next section as a subroutine of the Main Algorithm. 
4.1. Let x’ be a category and Q be a set. A map CF: Obj(K) + Q is called canonical 
for x‘ if 
The element CF(X) E Q is called the canonicalform of X (with respect to CF). Below 
we describe for FS-categories canonical maps of a special kind. 
Let (&, So) be an exact FS-category. We say that it is strict if given two finite 
sets V, V’ and CJ E Bij( V, V’) there exists a uniquely defined functor (translation) 
such that CJ E Iso,~,(X,X”). It follows that Xid’ =X and (X0)’ =X0”’ when it makes 
sense. Moreover, for all X, Y E Obj(%$s) 
0-E Iso.iv,(x,Y)~xx”=Y. 
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We note that Subset, Color, Coset, Mat, Mat*, CelAlg are strict KS-categories, 
whereas VectConf is not. 
Given an exact KS-category (X,S) an FS-functor 
CL : cx-isO + Coset, x H CL(X) 
is called a canonical labeling coset functor for (X,S) if 
G,eft(CL(X)) = Aut,x(X), X E Obj(l’). 
(Since CL(X)” = (T -’ oCL(X), the fact that CL is an FS-functor means: cr E Iso,&X, Y) 
implies CL(X)” = CL(Y).) The adjective “canonical” is justified by the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 7. Let (X’;S) and (X0,&) be two FS-categories, (X&So) being a strict one. 
Let us assume that F : Obj(X) + Obj(Xo) is an isomorphism-preserving map and 
CL : XisO + Coset is a canonical labeling coset finctor for (X,S). Then F(X)O does 
not depend on o E CL(X)) and the map 
CF : Obj(X) + IJ Obj(&,[i,,l), X H F(X)‘, (r E CL(X) 
flEZ>O 
is canonical for X 
Proof. Let X, Y E Obj(x’) and z E Iso,x(X, Y). Then r E Iso~(F(X),F( Y)) by the 
assumption on F. So F(Y) = F(X)’ by the assumption on (Xi, SO). It follows from 
the assumption on CL that CL(X) = r o CL(Y). Thus, 
CF(X) = F(2QTo0 =F(Y)“= CF(Y), ok CL(Y). 
Conversely, if CF(X) = CF(Y), then CF(X) = F(X)OX, CF(Y) = F(Y)qy for all crx E 
CL(X), cy E CL(Y). So F(X)uxo0,’ = F( Y) and F(X) g~xO F(Y). It implies X E./r Y 
by the assumption on F. Cl 
4.2. Remark. Our definitions of canonical map and canonical labeling coset functor 
go back to [5]. There the canonization problem for graphs and strings on a linearly 
ordered set V with respect to a fixed coset on V was considered. Note that the cat- 
egory of graphs (possibly directed, colored, . .) is naturally included in Mat* and 
the category of strings coincides with Color. In our notions and notation this prob- 
lem is equivalent to finding a canonical labeling coset functor for the FS-category 
Colorv x Cosetv. Our approach does not require the set V to be linearly ordered 
and moreover permits us to consider the canonization problem for FS-categories of 
the kind K x Coset where K is an arbitrary FS-category. It should be remarked that 
our notion of coset is slightly different from that of [5], but their compatibility is 
obvious. 
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4.3. We want to use algorithms from [ 121 and also a result from [ 131 for canonization 
in the full subcategory CelAlgp,i,n of CelAlg such that 
CelA$,ti,.V = {IV E CelAlg, : E is an equivalence of W + JE E {Zr,Jr}}. 
If W = (.&, c) E CelAlg,,,,, then .d is a primitive cellular algebra in the sense of 
[ 19, 121. In this case we also call W primitive and set 
Proposition 8. There exists a canonical labeling coset functor 
CL, : CelAlg,,, + Coset 
Ji)r the FS-category CelAIg,,, such that given W E CelAlg,,,,,, all the elements 
oj’ the coset CLi( W) can be found in time z(2r)‘-‘no(‘) where z(r) is the contact 
number of the space Rk, r = r( W) and n = #V. Moreover, # CLl( W) < z(2r)‘-‘n. 
Proof. Despite the fact that the proof can be combined from [ 12, 131 we give a direct 
proof to make the paper self-contained. For a binary relation R c V2 we denote by 
A(R) the adjacency matrix of R. We say that R is regular of degree d(R), if each row 
of A(R) has exactly d(R) ones, i.e., #{(u, a) E R : v E V} = d(R) for all u E V. 
Below we assume that W = (,d, c) E CelAlg,,,,, y and A E .d\CJv with rk(A) = r. 
Claim 1 (Evdokimov and Ponomarenko [ 131). There exists a regular antirejexive 
symmetric relation R c V2 such that 
(1) A(R)gd, 
(2) d(R) I $2r). 
Proof of Claim 1. Set 
R = {(u, v) E V2 : IlAu - Au11 = p}, 
where p = min,+ IlAu -Au11 and II 1) is the Euclidean norm of CV. It follows from the 
primitivity of ~2 and Lemma 4.2 of [ 121 that p > 0. Since AA* = ((Au, Au)& r E ~2, 
we conclude that A(R) E d and in particular R is regular. Considering the disjoint open 
balls of radius p with centers in Au, u E V, in the space ACY of real dimension 27, 
we obtain (2) by the definition of contact number. 
For a relation R c V2 and a positive integer 1 let us define a set S, consisting of all 
I-tuples (ul,...,c,)~ V’ such that for i E [1,1 - l] 
(i) t:,+i ER(X,)\X~ where R(Xi) = {UE Y : (u,v)ER,uEXi), 
(ii) (v, u,+l ) E R for u E Xi with minimal possible c’(Zt,)), 
(iii) &‘t, ,..., T, = Matv, 
where X, = {u E V : {v} E Cel(dU ,,..., c, )} and (dV ,,_... ,,,c’)=WL(~(W),z{,,},...,I{,~}) 
(see 2.3.1). 
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Claim 2 (Evdokimov and Ponomarenko [12]). For any antirejexive relation R c V2 
with A(R) E d the following statements hold: 
(1) if SI # 0, then the action of Aut( W) on S, is faithful and semiregular, 
(2) #S, < nd’-’ where d = d(R). 
Proof of Claim 2. Statement (1) follows from (iii) and the obvious equality 
Aut(Matv) = {idv}. To prove (2) we note that (i) implies, by Lemma 4.3 of [12], 
that Avi+I is linearly independent of Au,, . . . , Aq, i E [l, 1 - 11. This shows that 1 2 r, 
whence (2) follows. 
Let us turn to the construction of the canonical coset for W. Choose an antireflexive 
relation R with A(R) E 9(W) and d(R) 5 T(2r) so that c(R) is minimal. This can be 
done by Claim 1. Let 1 be the minimal positive integer for which S, # 8. To each 
s=(v,,..., VI) E Sl we associate a bijection cps : V -+ [ 1, n] fulfilling the coloring c, 
defined from 
WL(~(W),Z{,,},...,Z{,,})=(Matv,c,) 
(see 2.3.5 and 2.2.6). Let us denote by WO the lexicographic leader over W~J, s E Sl. 
Then by Claim 2 for a coset C = { cps : WV< = WO} we have 
Gl,tt(C) = Aut(W), #C 2 nd’-‘. 
To complete the proof it suffices to set CLi ( W) = C. 0 
4.4. In paper [ 121 the ideas from [5] were applied for canonization of cellular alge- 
bras with respect to groups with small normal solvable index of each its transitive 
constituent. Using the notions defined above the result can be formulated as follows. 
Proposition 9. There exists a canonical abeling coset functor 
CL2 : CelAlg X,Q Coset --f Coset 
for the FS-category CelAlg x Coset such that given W E CelAlg, and C E Cosetv the 
coset CL2( W,c) can be found in time t2n0(‘) where t = nsi(Gt,a(C)) (see notations) 
andn=#V. 0 
4.5. Here we describe a special construction to be repeatedly used below. Let 
W E CelAlg,, El, E2 be equivalences on V such that El fl E2 = Zv and C, E Cosetv,E,, 
i= 1,2. Set 
where A : V -+ V/El x VIE2 is a natural injection and WA E CelAlg,, x ViE2 is defined 
as follows: 
WA = WL(i,*(StandBase( W))), 
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where id* : Mat*, ---f Mat& xviEz is the injection induced by A. It should be 
noted that the set A(V) c VIE, x V/E2 is invariant with respect to the group 
Gt,rt(CUWA,C~ x C2)) 5 Aut(Wd). 
It follows from Proposition 9 that CLJ( W, El, Cl, E2, C’,) can be found in time (t, t2)2 
no(‘) where ti = nsi(Gt,ft(Ci)) (i= 1,2) and n=#V. The proposition also shows that 
the correspondence 
defines a canonical labeling coset functor for the corresponding FS-category. 
4.6. In this paragraph we describe an auxiliary algorithm to be used in the Main 
Algorithm. Let X be an exact colored (V,L,d)-configuration (see 2.2.4 and 3.1) and 
T = {(Li,Ez, Ci)>.;==, where Li is a subspace of L, Ei is an equivalence on V and Ci 
is a coset on VIEi, i E [l,s]. The s-tuple T is called X-admissible if the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) z;=i Li=L; 
(2) Ker(pr,,(X)) = E, for all i. 
We note that in this case l-J;=, Ei = Ker(X) =Iv. 
Auxiliary Algorithm 
Input: a pair (X, T) where X is an exact colored (V, L, d)-configuration and T = 
{(Li, E,, Ci)}f=, is an X-admissible s-tuple. 
Output: CLQ, T) E Cosetv. 
Step 1. If s = 1 then output CL4(X, r) = CL2([GD(prL,(X))], C,) where GD =Gram 
XFS Diag (see 2.3.3). 
Step 2. Find recursively the coset 2 = CL@, T) on V/E where 2 = pr#) with z = 
c:ri L,, E = Ker(pri(X)) and T = {(Li,E;, Ci)}il; with Zi = y(Ei) where 
cp : V -+ V/E is a natural surjection. (We identify V/Ei with (V/E)/Ei via cp.) 
Step 3. Output CL4(X, T) = CL3( [GD(X)], E, c, Es, C,). 
-- 
Before stating the properties of the algorithm we need one more FS-category (x, S) 
defined as follows: 
Obj(s) = {(X, T) :A’ E VCC, X is exact, T is X-admissible}, 
Iso((x, T), (X’, T’)) 
(3) 
= {cr EIso(X,X’) : h(Li) = Li,Ef = El, Cy = Ci for all i}, (4) 
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where T = {(Li,Ej, C’,)};==,, T’= {(L,‘,E:, C:)}$,, f0 is the isometry associated to CT 
(see 2.2.4) and oi : V’,,E~ + VI/E; is the bijection induced by cr. 
Proposition 10. The correspondence 
given by the Auxiliary Algorithm is correctly deJned and produces a canonical la- 
-- 
beling coset functor for the FS-category (x,S) such that given (X, T) E Obj(x) 
the coset CL&f, T) can be found in time st2J(k)2Zr(X)o(‘) where t = maXi,=[l,s] nsi 
(&tl(Ci)),k = dim(X), lr(X) = maxd c11,~l l(pr,,,(X)) with L4 = CiEd &. 
Proof. Correctness. For Step 1 it is clear. For Step 2 it suffices to prove that F is an 
X-admissible tuple, which follows from 
Ker(prL,(X)) = Ker(prL,(pri(X))) = cp(Ker(prL,(X))) = cp(E;) = Ei, 
Finally, at Step 3 we have I? f~ E, =I v, since L-t L, =L. This completes the proof of 
the correctness. 
Now we prove by induction on s that the correspondence (X, T) H CL4(X, T) is 
a functorial one and Gleft(CL4(X, T)) = Auty(X, T). For s= 1 the statements follow 
from Proposition 9 and the fact that Gram, Diag and WL are isomorphism-preserving 
maps (see Lemma 3). 
Let s > 1 and (T E Iso~,((X, T), (X’, T’)). Then by (4) and the definition of I? at 
Step 2 we have 
E” =El, C: =C;, E,“=E,‘. 
Moreover, & E Iso,?((X, ?), (X’, TX’)) where Z: V/E + V’/,!?’ is the bijection induced 
by cr. So by the induction hypothesis c”= c’. From above and paragraph 4.5 we 
conclude that CLd(X’, T’) = CLd(X, T)” (see Step 3) which means that the map is a 
functorial one. 
To prove the equality for the groups it suffices to check that Aut,%(X, T) = H where 
H = Aut,x,([GD(X)],g, 2, E,, C,) and x’ is the category from 4.5. By above argument 
we have Aut,, (X, T) c H. Let o E H. Then 
E.: = Es, c;> = c.,, P=E, c”=c. (5) 
The last equality means that Z;E G,,,(c), so by the induction hypothesis ZE Aut, (2, r). 
Hence, fOli = fe by Lemma 5 with A4 = L (see the definition of X at Step 2), whence 
by the definition of automorphisms in 2 we have 
,f,(Li) = fX(Li)=Li, iE [l,s - 11. (6) 
Moreover, Ey = Ei and C:’ = C’i for i E [ 1, s - l] by the definition of cp. By analogy 
fn(&)=&. Therefore, by (5) and (6) we obtain aEAut,(X,T). 
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To prove the time upper bound denote by T(s, t, k, 1) the maximum running time of 
the algorithm applied to pairs (X, T) such that 
nsi(Gl,A(Ci)) < t, i~[l,s], dim(X) Sk, l&Y) < 1 
(notations as in Input of the Auxiliary Algorithm). Step 2 requires time 
T(s - l,t,k,I) + 1 ‘(I) Further, since G&C) < Aut(g), we conclude from 4.5 and 
Proposition 4 that step 3 can be done in time t2J(k)210(1). Thus, 
T(s, t, k, I) 5 T(s - 1, t, k, I) + Z’(l) + t2J(k)210(‘), 
which completes the proof, since T(1, t, k, Z) < t210(‘) by Proposition 9. 0 
5. Proof of Theorem 2 
5.1. According to Lemma 3 the map GD : VCC --+ Mat* is an isomorphism-preserving 
map (see (2.3.3)). Since Mat* is a strict ES-category, Theorem 2 follows by Lemma 7 
from the following theorem. 
Theorem 11. There exists a canonical abeling coset functor 
CL : VCC+ Coset 
for the FS-category VCC such that given a colored vector conjiguration X the coset 
CL(X) can be found in time f (k)l(X)O(‘) where k = dim(X), f(k) is as in Theorem 1 
and I(X) is the size of X. 
For recursion purpose we will solve a slightly more general problem. Let (X, S) be 
the full subcategory of the FS-category VCC x Subset with 
Obj(.iy;) = {(x, c, U)EVCCV x SubSetV : (x(U)) = (x(V))} (7) 
for every finite set K Notice that there is a natural injection of the category from 
Theorem 11 to X given for X E VCCv by X H (X, V). So Theorem 11 is a conse- 
quence of the following theorem. 
Theorem 12. There exists a canonical abeling coset functor 
CL : X --f Coset 
for the FS-category (X,S) such that given (X, U) ~0bj(X) the coset CL(X, U) can 
be found in time mf(k)l(X)O(‘) where m =#U, k = dim(X), f(k) is as in Theorem 1 
and l(X) is the size of X. 
First we prove the theorem for the subcategory se,,,, of X defined by the condition: 
X = (x,c) is an exact colored configuration (see (7)). 
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5.2. Before describing the canonization algorithm for Xlxact, let us clarify its scheme. 
The key point of the algorithm is to reduce the problem for (X, U) to the canoniza- 
tion problem for primitive colored cellular algebras 9 with r(W) 1. dim(X)O(‘) and 
then apply Proposition 8. To do this we apply the Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm and 
the constructions of 3.2.3 to associate to (X, U) a colored cellular algebra W and an 
equivalence E such that Aut(X, U) = Aut( IV) (see Lemma 6) and at least one of the 
following statements holds: 
(i) U/E_= Cel(Wu), 
(ii) (x(F)) = (x(V)) for each-c E U/E, 
(iii) r( IV) I dim(X)2 where W = Wu/E is primitive. 
Each block fi of E initiates a recursive call of the algorithm for (X(c), fi) where 
X( r/) is the projection of X on (X(C)), and the outputs of them are collected by the 
Auxiliary Algorithm. In fact, the last algorithm is called 1, 0, and #Aut( I?) times 
according to cases (i)-(iii) and in case (ii) X(6)=X for all fi. 
At first glance the algorithm described below looks less transparent compared to the 
above scheme. It can be explained by the following reason: for cases (i)-(iii) to be 
processed in a similar way, somewhat artificial Step 3 is needed. This is an inevitable 
price for the compactness. 
Main Algorithm 
Input: A triple (x, c, U) E Obj(,%,,,,y ). 
Output: A coset CL(x, c, U) on V. 
Step 1. If U = {u}, then output CL@, c, U) = {CT}, where 0 is defined as follows. 
Assign to each v E V a pair p(u) = (c(u), A(v)) where J(v) = (x(u),x(v)) (scalar prod- 
uct). Set ~(21) = i, if p(v) is in the ith place with respect to the lexicographic order on 
the set {P(v)}~~v. 
Step 2. Find W = [GD(x, c), SubDiag( U)]. While U E Cel( W) and W# W’ do W := W’, - 
where W’ = [StandBase( W), GM(x( I/, JE)] and E = I&,,,( Wu ) is the lexicographic leader 
over all the equivalences of WO with primitive factor (see 3.2.3 and 3.3.2). 
Step 3. If # Cel( Wu) > 1, then set E to be the equivalence on U with U/E = Cel( W,), 
s = #U/E, S = {c} where g : U/E -+ [l, s] is the bijection induced by the coloring of 
W(W). Otherwise (U E Cel( W)), if (x(~)) = (x(U)) for all i? E U/E, then set s = 1, 
s= {@a : {fi} + {l))&U,E, else s = #U/E, S = CLi ( Wu/E). 
Step 4. For each c E U/E find recursively C(c) = CL(x(u), fi) with X(fi) = 
pr,,,-,(X) where X = (x, c) and L( 6) = (a( 6)). (We identify 6 with its image with 
respect to the projection V + V/ Ker(X( fi)).) 
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Step 5. For each r~ E S find C(a) = CLd(X, T(o)) where 
T(o) = {((X(0-‘(i))),Ker(X(a-‘(i))),C(a-’(i)))}T==,. 
Step 6. Output CL&c, U) = UaESo C(o) where SO = (0 E S : WC(‘) = WO} and WO is 
the lexicographic leader over IV’(O), 0 ES. 
Let us prove the correctness of the algorithm. The exactness of (x,c) implies that 
the pairs p(u), 2: E V at Step 1 are pairwise distinct. So {cr} is a coset on V. The 
correctness of Step 3 follows from the fact that Wu/E is primitive due to the choice of 
E at Step 2. Since fi E V/ Ker(X( 6)) then (5, 5) E Obj(X&,,,) and the correctness 
of Step 4 follows. To prove that of Step 5 we check that T(o) is an X-admissible 
s-tuple for all CJES. However, this follows from the definition of X(u) at Step 4, the 
equality (X(V)) = (x(U)) = ~~Eu,s(x(~)) and the fact that C(c) E CosetV,ker(X(Oj) 
due to recursion. Below we will show that the set CL(x,c, U) found at Step 6 is 
a coset on V. To complete the correctness’ proof we note that due to Proposition 
10 GI,R( C(a)) c Aut(X). So W’ does not depend on r E C(o), which justifies the 
notation WccO). 
Now we check that the map (X, U) H CL(X, U) defines a canonical labeling coset 
functor. To prove the functoriality of CL we show that 
CL(X U) = g 0 CL(X’, U’), g E ISOX((x, U), (X’, U’)). (8) 
If the algorithm terminates at Step 1 it is clear. Otherwise it terminates at Step 6. 
Let us define a map S-S’, rrHg.0 by 
(g . a)( fi’) = CJ(( 6’)y-’ ), Dom(g . CT) = Dom(o)g, 6’ E VI/E’, 
where Dam(o) is the domain of the map CJ. It follows from the choice of E and E’ at 
Steps 2 and 3 that ES = E’, whence g . (T is well defined. From the construction of S 
and S’ at Step 3 we deduce g. OES’, 0~s. We will show that 
C(a) = g 0 C(g o), OES. (9) 
It follows from Step 4 that Ker(X(fi))g = Ker(X’(fig)), i? E U/E. So g induces a 
bijection go : V/ Ker(X( fi)) ---f V’/ Ker(X’( fig)) such that 
g E Isox ((x(u), 6), (x’(z/g), 6”), 6 E U/E. 
Thus, C(c) = gc o C(ug) by the mnctoriality of the cosets recursively found at 
Step 4. A straightforward checking by using the last equality and the definition of 
isomorphism in the category 2 (see 4.6) shows that 
g E Iso~3((X T(a)), (X’, Vg .6))), fl E s. 
Therefore, (9) follows from Proposition 10. Now the definition of So,SL at Step 6, 
the equality Wg = W’ and (9) imply: CJ E Sa @g . c ES,!,. Applying (9) once more we 
get (0 
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Now we prove that Gt,ft(CL(X, U)) = Aut(X, U). If the algorithm terminates at 
Step 1, it is clear, since Aut(X, U) 2 Aut(X, U)l” = {idu}. Let it terminate at Step 6. 
Notice that Aut( IV) = Aut(X, U) for W found at Step 2 (see Lemma 3 and Lemma 6). 
Let ri,z2 E C where C = CL(X, U). Then by the definition of C we have W” = W” 
= W,, i.e., ri 0 r;’ E Aut( W). Thus, Gi,rr(C) c Aut( W) and also the left action of 
Aut( W) on C is transitive. The converse inclusion follows from (9). It implies that C 
is a coset on V and Gteft(C) = Aut( W) = Aut(X, U). 
To estimate the running time of the algorithm set 
It is easy to see by using a standard linear algebra technique that 
T(X) < Z(X)O(‘) (10) 
for all X. Besides the transitivity of projecting implies 
?pr,&X)) I q-V 
for all V C V. 
(11) 
Let us denote by T(X, U) the running time of the algorithm applied to (X, U). Set 
II =#V, k = dim(X), m ==#U. Since the number of iterations at Step 2 is at most rn, 
Step 2 requires time I(X)‘(‘) (see 2.35 and 3.2.3). By Proposition 8 finding the set 
S at Step 3 requires time r(2v)‘Z(X)O(‘) and also #S I r(2r)‘la where Y = Y( Wu/E). It 
follows from the construction of W at Step 2 and statement 2) of Lemma 6 that r I k*. 
So Step 3 requires timeH(k)l(X) O(‘) where H(k) = T(2k2)k2. The projections at Step 4 
can be found in time 1(X) O(l) Finding the coset C(a) at Step 5 can be done in time . 
st2J(k)2ZT(a&Y)o(1) by Proposition 10 where tc 5 J(k) by the correctness of the al- 
g&ithm and Proposition 4. Since #S < H(k) II, s 5 n and IT(~)(X) <T(X) I 1(X)O(‘), 
Step 5 requires time H(k)J(k)4Z(X) ‘(I ) Using once more the above upper bound for . 
#S we see that Step 6 can be done in time H(k)n O(‘) Summarizing the above estimates . 
and taking into account the recursion at Step 4 we obtain 
T(X, U) 5 1(X)o(‘) + H(k)l(X)“(l) + @i-)‘(‘) 
+ O& T(X(U), t?> + H(k)J(k)41(X)o(1) + H(k)n’(‘) 
I: & T(m, 6) + f(k) %U”(‘) 
where f(k) = H(k)J(k)4. Applying this inequality to T(*, fi), fi E U/E, and going 
on in a similar way we get by ( 11) 
T(X, u) I C T(X({u}), 1~)) + (m - l)f(k)?X)“(‘). 
UEU 
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It is easy to see that the algorithm applied to (X( {u}), {u} ) terminates at Step 1 and 
___ can-be done in time Z(X( { u} ))O(l) which does not exceed &Y)‘(I) due to the definition 
of Z(X). By using (10) we finally obtain that 
T(X, U) 5 m&Y-p(‘) + (m - l)f(k)?(X)o(l) 5 mf(k)l(X)O(‘) 
which completes the proof of Theorem 12 for exact colored configurations. 
5.3. Now let X = (x, c) be an arbitrary (non-necessary exact) colored ( V, 15, d)-configu- 
ration. Without loss of generality we assume that c satisfies the following condition: 
for each i E [ l,d] all the equivalence classes modulo Ker(X) contained in c-‘(i) are 
of the same cardinality mi. 
According to the Main Algorithm find c= CL(X, z( U)) where 7c : V 4 V with 
v= V/Ker(X) is a natural surjection (see 3.2.1). Set S, = n(c-l(i))” for all i. Clearly, 
[l,nl= u:‘=, s . 1s a disjoint union, where ii = #F. Set 
VO = IJ ISi X [l,mi] 
i=i 
and 
CO = {oEBij(V,Va): Ker(X)“=& ~o~EC}, 
where EO is the equivalence on VO defined by the coincidence of the first coordinates, 
?+F : Vo/Eo -+ [ 1, T?] is a natural bijection and ?? : 7 + Vo/Eo is a bijection induced by r-r. 
Set 
where ~JJ : VO -+ [l,n] is the bijection defined by the lexicographic order on VO. It follows 
from paragraph 5.2 and the definition that the correspondence (X, U)H CL@‘, U), 
(X, U) E Obj(X) defines a required canonical labeling coset functor. To complete the 
proof of Theorem 12 it suffices to note that 
where T is a generating set of the coset c. I7 
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